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NONWOVEN PRODUCTS
Non-woven Products
Popular products
Disposable towels series
Daily dry wipes
Functional dry towels
Nonwoven rolls series
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Wet Bathroom wipes

Compressed series
Daily wet wipes
Dinner wipes

Wet Bathroom Wipes
As you know,cleaning the bathroom is never a favorite job, but our bathroom cleaning wipes make
cleaning the bathroom take a lot less time. Although the nonwoven wet wipes aren't antibacterial

Airline wipes
Hand & face wipe

and don't contain bleaching agents, they do a good job at removing makeup, toothpaste, soap
scum, and other grime from bathroom surfaces.

Floor cleansing wipes
Furniture wipes
Leather & shoes wipes

The nonwoven wet bathroom wipes are convenient, making bathroom cleanup a breeze.The
nonwoven wet bathroom wipes have good absorption,high ability of decontamination, clean and
convenient. It is no scrape to the household utensils in the bathroom. It can sterilize efficiently. The

Kitchen wipes

bathroom wipes are biodegradable and made from natural fibers. If you're searching for a

Bathroom wipes

convenient way to wipe down general dirt and grime in the bathroom, Method Bathroom Wipes are

Toilet wipes

perfect for you.

Wet Towelettes

Applications:

Baby wet wipes

Bathtub
Shower
Ceramic tile

Beauty care series
Functional wet wipes

Features:

Pet care products

Nice attraction of hair, dust, and dirty particle
Convenient & easy to change
Good air permeability
Anti-mildew and moth, acid resistant
Remove dirty and stain effective
Soft and fine fibers

Nonwoven bags
Nonwoven Machinery
Nonwoven Material

Specifications :

Service Center
Online order

Material: nonwoven fabric
Basic Weight:
Colors: white
Size:
Package:

BATHROOM CLEANING WIPES

About us

S/N

Description

710670

Wet Bathroom
wipes

G.W./N.W.

MOQ.

Paz. Method

Pan. Size

Qyt./20'FT

Easy inquiry this item !
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View our products in Made-in-china & Global Sources.
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